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	14 Years. 55,000 Mowers Later...

        These are the Reel Mowers That We Think are Best!


	 
	 
      		For  the last 14 years, our family run, eco-mission based company has sold over 55,000 push reel mowers. We look at every model of reel mower on the market each year, and could easily carry many other models. We carry Earthwise Reel Mowers, the popular Scotts Classic, and the Hudson Star Greensmower.

                  All were tested by our experts and chosen for their features, quality and durability.

                  	The Earthwise 7-Blade Push Reel mower was chosen due to it's low cutting height (.5 inch), making it ideal for low growing grasses like Burmuda.
	For bigger jobs or uneven terrain the Scott's Classic reel mower offers our widest cutting width at 20 inches with 10 inch radial tread tires.
	The Hudson Star Classic Cut greensmower cuts at putting green height (1/8 inch) and is designed to keep your putting green in golf course quality.

 
	 			
        
       	  
                Helpful Info from Our Experts

                	What are Reel Mowers? And how do the compare to Rotary Mowers? 
	Compare all major brands of Push Reel Mowers on the Market
	Compare the Sunlawns to the Brills
	Environmental Facts...these should convince you!
	Noisy Noisy Mowers make bad neighbors...Noise Charts
	And if that weren't enough...calculate your gas mowers emissions.



	    

       





      Push Reel Mowers (shown with cutting heights and widths)
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	Brill Razorcut 33 Manual Reel Mower 
	 	Brill Razorcut 38 Manual Reel Mower 
	 	Scotts Classic 20" Reel Mower
	 	Earthwise 16" Push Reel Mower

	Out of Stock
	 	Out of Stock
	 	$169.00

            + $30 shipping
	 	$135.00

            + $30 shipping

	The Brill Razorcut 33 is the smallest push reel mower in our lineup.
	 	The Brill Razorcut 38 is the top of the line reel mower from Germany. 
	 	The Earthwise 16" Reel Mower is specifically designed to cut low-growing, creeping grasses.
	 	The Scotts Classic Reel Mower cuts as wide as a traditional gas  mower.

	Grass Types :: All, except Bermuda, Zoysia & overgrown St. Augustine
	 
	Grass Types :: All, except Bermuda, Zoysia & overgrown St. Augustine
	 
	Grass Types :: All grass types
	 
	Grass Types :: All grass types

	Blades :: 5 flame hardened, welded steel blades
	 
	Blades :: 5 flame hardened, welded steel blades
	 
	Blades :: 5 heat treated blades
	 
	Blades :: 7 blade ball bearing reel

		 		 	More Scott's Classic push reel mower info >
	 	More Earthwise push reel mower info >
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	Hudson Star Classic Manual Reel Mower

	$2290.00

            + $free shipping

	The Hudson Star Classic Cut Reel Greens Mower  cuts golf course quality greens. Also available in a powered version.

	Grass Types :: All

	Blades :: 11 computer balanced blades

	More Hudson Star Classic manual greens mower info >



      	
              
                Info to Help You Choose Manual Push Reel Mowers

              

              
                
                  PPM Clean Air Research Section

                  About Reel Mowers

                  Switching to a Reel Mower

                  

                

                
                  
                    Resources ::

                    PPM has enthusiatically developed an outreach page for 
                      
                      
                      
                      gas mower emmissions and related research. Find:

                    	resources for education
	partnership
	press
	grant writing
	funding
	clean air
	community actions
	more>>  
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                    	What are Reel Mowers? And how do the compare to Rotary Mowers? 
	Compare all major brands of Push Reel Mowers on the Market
	Compare the Sunlawns to the Brills
	Environmental Facts...these should convince you!
	Noisy Noisy Mowers make bad neighbors...Noise Charts (Sunlawn and Brill are the quietest). 
	And if that weren't enough...calculate your gas mowers emissions.


                  

                  
                    Info to Help You Make the Switch to a Reel Mower ::

                    	A Guide to Mowing with Reel Mowers
	Useful Lawn Links
	Still have a question? Ask Our Experts...
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